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Residents get
heated and chilled
Students living in
Rodgers complain of the
unstable temperatures
felt throughout the
building that cause
discomfort | Page 5

Gas used in nuclear
warheads being
processed in Iran
Diplomats are keeping

Humane Society launches massive animal rescue
Workers find 120 pets in Stony Ridge home
ByFraddyHunt
Assistant City Ecfcor

Last Thursday the Bowling Green
Humane Society rescued nearly
120 dogs, cats and birds from a
single residence in Stony Ridge
— giving them a workload that
has been depleting animal shelter
resources at a dangerous rate.
Vice President of shelter operations, Margaret Weinberger,
said a search warrant was
obtained due to numerous con-

cerns about an excessive number of dogs al the residence.The
Wood County Sheriff's Office
and count)' dog warden assisted
in the investigation.
Renee Valtin, shelter manager,
said 105 dogs, 17 cats and 2 birds
were found inside the home. She
said some of the dogs' fur was so
matted and encrusted with feces,
they were immobile.
Now, all the animals have
been groomed, fed, named and
wormed. Valtin said the com-

munity has responded to the
crisis wonderfully and hopes the
help will keep pouring in — they
need it.
Valtin said the shelter exists
on limited resources and operates stricdy on donations from
the community.
"For something like this to
come in, with limited resources
already, I've known shelters to
close," she said.
See RESCUE | Page 2

RACHEL MDWANSKII THE BG NEWS

ABANDONED PETS: These kennels usually hold only two dogs, but are now holding up to
eight. The shelter is looking for donations to pay for the animals' veterinarian bills

an eye on Iran's advanced
centrifuges that have been
producing small amounts
of the controversial gas
since Jan. 20

|Page6
History should
not be forgotten

The buzz about sex toys
Local woman sells 'romance enha

President q\ish spoke at

Rollover to
be a thing of
the past
Dining Services to make

a recent Black History
Month event and

cuts to fund renovation of

condemned the display

MacDonald dining hall

of modern-day nooses

By Christie K«n>r

Reporter

Could there BE
more pancakes?

University Dining Services are
making a number of changes for
future students.
The current rollover meal plan
option will not be available in the
near future.
Rollover is when the money left
over in a student's meal plan at the
end of the school year is allowed to
stay in that student's account the
next year.
But last year, the lixxl Advisory
Board looked at ways to improve
financial stability and had to make
some tough decisions by recommending that the department do
away with rollover, said Director of
Dining Services Gail Finan.
Dining Services is also doing away
with a previous recommendation to
allow upperclassmen to be grandfathered into the rollover plan.
The original plan was to let students who started at the University
while the rollover still existed to
continue receiving rollover after the
change had been made.
"What we recommended last year
won't happen because we don't have
the storage or capacity to do that."
Finan said.
Finan said Dining Services needed
to make the changes in order to fund
the planned S12 million renovation of
the MacDonald dining hall.
"We can't be feeding people in
MacDonald like they did in the
'60s," Finan said. "We are trying to
serve modem students in a nonmodem way."
Organizations such as USG and
RSA have members serving on
the Food Advisory Board working
with Dining Services as they make
these changes.
USG President Johnnie Lewis
served on the advisory board last year
when the changes to rollover were

A Kiwanis Club in Fargo.
N.D.. tries for Guinness
World Record fame by
serving more than 30.000
pancakes to customers
|P»g«9

Should Valentines
day be associated
with love?
Columnist Kampire
Bahana says empty holiday gestures can't fill the
affection mats necessary
all year long | Pag* 4

Falcons drop game
to E. Michigan
BG lost 78-68 last
night despite a 49
percent shooting

See ROLLOVER | Page 2

What's the least romantic
thing someone has ever
done for you?

Propped doors compromise
security in campus dorms
By Ryan Sullivan
TYLER WATKINS
Freshman. Bus Admin
"Broke up with me on
Valentine's Day"
|Page4

TODAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 34, Low: 28

TOMORROW
AM Snow Shcwers
High: 28, Low: 6

Reporter
University officials and students both agree: To keep students and their possessions
safe, it takes a joint effort from
each side.
Students have to be on the
lookout inside their own dorms
now, even with the perceived
safety of the PED system and
the check-in rules required
after dark.
"Students lookat the PED system and think it is even more
secure than it actually is," said
Nicholas Hennessy, an associate director of Residence Life.
He said during the day, and
even at night, residents of the
dorms will hold open the door
for people, even if they don't
recognize them. This act of
"being a good neighbor" could
lead to trouble if the person

happens to be somebody looking to burglarize a few rooms or
even worse.
Hennessy said it is up to students, especially after dark, to
use the PED system and to sign
visitors in at the front desk after
dark. This way, the University
knows who is on campus,
which makes it easier to figure
out who is in the buildings at
any given point.
The PED system is like a footprint because every time anybody uses the system, it keeps a
record of the attempt to unlock
the door or get to any area of
campus, Hennessy said.
Once somebody who isn't
supposed to be in the building manages to gain entrance,
students then start having to
worry about the security of the
items in their rooms.
See DOORS | Page 2

Students behind the beaks
By Adam Louis
Reporter

Donning the oversized head of
one of BG's beloved mascots,
Freddie and Frieda, is a proud
tradition that only a select few
students ever experience.
A total of 38 people sought to
embody the spirit of Bowling
Green this year by becoming the
mascot, said Dean of Students
Deb Novak. Eventually that number was whittled down to four,
PHOTO PROVIDED Si MICHELLE DOYLE
and junior Tara McGinnis was
UNMASKED: The tout University students who wete revealed to be Freddie and Frieda.
one of them.
McGinnis found out during Michelle Doyle, Tara McGinnis. Shane Lewis and Terry Streetman. pose at the ice arena
one of her classes that she was
chosen to be Frieda.
if she was in a bad mood during the rest of the day, I couldn't
"I was supposed to walk back the week after she found out so stop smiling."
into class like everything was nor- people wouldn't get suspicious.
The group embraced the task
mal," McGinnis said.
Other students selected to of becoming the birds.
Over the course of the last year, be the mascots were equally
"The fans have so much pride
McGinnis went to great lengths as excited.
and dedication," said junior
to make sure her secret stayed
"I was jumping up and down," Michelle Doyle, the other Frieda.
that way.
said seniorTerry Streetman, who
See MASCOTS | Page 2
She said she purposely acted as was chosen to play Freddie. "For
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BLOTTER

From Page 1

TUESDAY
10:46 A.M.
A Chuck Norris poster was
reported damaged at the EZ
.Dance Plus in the City Park
Veteran's Building.
717 RM.
An East Napoleon Road apartment was reported broken into
and items missing.

WEDNESDAY
2:26 A.M.
A male subject in a black hoodie
was seen inside a vehicle on
South Grove Street. Police said
the subject was not located and
no items were found missing.
2:55 A.M.
A vehicle parked on South Grove
Street was reported entered
3:53 A.M.
An attempted break-in was
reported at Varsity Square
Apartments.

*

ONLINE: Gotowww.bgnews.com
(or the complete blotter list

RESCUE
From Page 1

Valtin said they had originally
expected only 40 animals from
the rescue and had to keep
many of them at the fairgrounds
the first night. Now the shelter is
(Kicked tight. In cages that usually only two dogs share, there
are up to eight.
"We made enough room,"
Valtin said. "We had no other
options." Wood County Sheriff's
Office reports identify Barbara
llcidtman, 54. and Timothy
I leidtman, 52, as the occupants
of the home.
Weinberger
said
the
lleidtmans arc animal hoarders, people who keep taking in
dogs, even if they can't care for

them.
Weinberger said there have
been rumors that many of the
dogs have been euthanized by
the Humane Society. These are
not tnie, she said.
"We haven't put any down. We
have seen lots of health issues
but haven't yet had to put anybody down," Weinberger said.
No charges have been filed
at this time and the investigation is ongoing. In his report,
Sheriff Deputy Andrew Webb
described the conditions of the
house as uninhabitable.
There was feces and urine
throughout and the odor was
unbearable. The Humane
Society and dog warden personnel attempted to enter the

Green resident, sells lubricants,
massage oils, lotions, vibrators
and dildos: all sex toys, and a lot
of them. But the gritty business
doesn't bother her or her family
one bit
Giddy groups of college girls to
hysterical 50-year-old mothers
invite llanna "the toy lady" and
her bag of goodies to their homes
for a sales pitch like no other,
llanna starts every party with an
icebreaker in case the ladies aren't
already loose — if the cocktails
most women enjoy before the
party didn't do the trick.
She asks them to introduce
themselves and then say something they do or don't like about
sex that begins with the same letter of their name. That is just one
way to break the ice, which I lanna
said has never been a problem
for her.
Before she started selling Pure
Romance, Hanna sold I'artyUte
Candles, where she thought she
was making good money. She
said she didn't know the half of it.
Now Hanna is the second highest
seller of I'lire Romance products
in the country, selling SI 11,111 of
merchandise for l\ire Romance
in 2006. A glass trophy wielding
the six-digit number sits proudly
oti her coffee table to remind her
exactly why she Started selling
sex toys.
"Money. 1 didn't believe it at first
but it came quick," she said while
admiring her trophy. "Sex sells.''
Six and a half years ago. Hanna
had a Pure Romance party at her
house. She had heard sex-toy |)arties are always a great time, and
it was. After the party, the sales
woman told llanna she should
consider selling Pure Romance
too, and that she has the bubbly
personality and the contagiously
relaxed disposition to be an effective toy lady.
Now Hanna has 38 women
selling under her and entertains
about six parties every week. She
sells about S1,000 of merchandise
at each part)', a little more than
most ladies, she boasted.
Before each party her boyfriend,
house to photo document the
conditions, although they were
unable to enter and stay long
enough due to the odor mid environment" Webb reported.
Deputy dog warden Andrew
Snyder said last week's investigation was the largest animal confiscation in Wood County that he
is aware of.
"It was like something you see
on TV, like something off Animal
Planet," he said.
For more information on ways
to help the Humane Society,
visit www.woodcountyhumanesociety.org.

Steve Brown, checks inventory
and packs $8,000 worth of toys in
the trunk of her car. i le makes sure
there are enough order forms and
carefully equips each pen with a
colorful, tiny penis eraser. He
answers the phones, books parties
and keeps each product stocked
on the shelves that consume the
entire front corridor of her home.
It looks likes a sex shrine.
Brown and Hanna met three
yearsagothroughYahoo Personals.
And it doesn't bother Brown at
all that llanna sells sex toys. In
fact, he said he would sell Pure
Romance products in a heartbeat
if he were a woman — and if he
weren't 75 percent blind.
Brown, 55, has retinitis pigmentosa a disease that destroys the
retina causing gradual or instant
blindness. I le first noticed signs of
vision loss in 1985, but didn't start
deteriorating until the last couple
of years. A Vietnam-era Marine,
Brown has received some assistance from the I lines VAI lospital
in Chicago, but not enough. He
said he needs a cornea transplant.
Three years ago it was time for
Brown to get his license renewed.
1 le didn't even bother. He has a
pair of special orange glasses so
lie can see Wheel of Fortune and
lodge Mathis more dearly on the
giant flat screen television from
a near distance He uses a gadget in the morning that tells him
what colors the clothes are that he
picked out. At the VA hospital in
Chicago, he learned to cook, cross
the street and use a computer. He
lias several canes, but they dont
get much use.
"She's my eyes," Brown said,
gazing across the room at I lanna
Hanna's youngest, Makkenzy,
16. was only 9 years old when
llanna started selling Pure
Romance products. Hanna didn't
tell Makkenzy about her new
product; she was too young to
even know about such things. But
Makkenzy grew inquisitive and
started asking questions.
"I don't lie to my kids, I'm
real point blank if they ask I
tell," Hanna said. "It's better
they hear it from me than from
somebody else."
At first Makkenzy didn't know
what to think. "The whole thing-

MASCOTS
From Page 1

"It makes me want to go all out
because they go all out."
After being chosen to play
the birds, the four students
had to train over the summer,
practicing such crucial mascot skills as how to deal with
crying kids and how to stay
in character and not respond
when someone called out their
actual names.
But even after the training,
the new falcons had their share

illllij far/

just seemed really weird to me,"
Makkenzy said.
She didn't want her friends to
know, she thought it would be
embarrassing if people found out
her mother sells sex toys for a living. But people found out quickly
and nobody teased her about it
Her classmates found out because
their mothers had attended a sex
toy party and have become loyal
customers of Hanna's.
People who do think Pure
Romance is pornographic, dirty
and smutty just don't know the
product, said 1 lanna's best friend
and fellow Pure Romance consultant Sandy Vosk.
She said most people don't
criticize her for what she does
because they have either seen a
presentation or have heard about
Pure Romance. But last week she
received an e-mail. The e-mail
said Vosk is going to hell for selling
Pure Romance and that pornography is a sin. Vosk sent an e-mail
back explaining Pure Romance
products along with a link to their
Ueb site The angry woman sent
another e-mail back, apologizing.
Vosk said all of their products are
very classy, and that she wouldn't
even hide the oils and gels from
her children, who are 12 and 2
years old She said the packaging
is what sets Pure Romance apart
from their competitors.
"We go to do a party and it's
fun and educational. VVe don't
even use bad language or swear
words when we talk about the
male anatomy," Vosk said. "We say
'dinga-linga-dong'"
It's not unusual for someone to place an order for more
Coochie Cream in the bleachers
at Makkenzy's basketball games,
Hanna said. Nobody in town has
chastised her.
She has lived in Bowling Green
her entire life and people know
about her and her business. She
said she will continue to sell sex
toys her entire life, even when she
is old and wrinkly, like another Sue
lohanson. But even if people did
hare a problem with her promiscuous products, that's their problem, Hanna said.
"Ninety-nine percent of people
have sex," Hanna said. "So what's
the big deal?"

ROLLOVER
From Page 1

being discussed. Lewis said he
wishes Dining Services could have
kept rollover for future students
and was upset to find out upperclassmen would not be grandfathered into the program.
Although the University will be
losing rollover, RSA President Ryan
Gardner has seen various other
dining services at different schools
and said he feels students don't
realize the great opportunities the
University's dining services has to
offer. "Traveling to other universities, I am usually the first to look at
dining and have found ours is one
of the better ones," Gardner said.
Once students are not able to
receive rollover, a modified system

"People are buying
more portable

DOORS
From Page 1

"Some days I'm in
[the suit] for the
fourth event in
three days."
Terry Streetman | Freddie
of slip-ups and scares. McGinnis
remembers when she accidentally ran Streetman into a pole.
"VVe were walking to a basketball game holding hands,"
McGinnis said. "I thought he
was leading, and he thought I
was leading and he ran into a
stop sign."
All the fun the group had

will be put into place.
"Students will be able to 'carryover' their meal plan from fall
semester to spring semester,"
Finansaid.
Dining Services needed to make
these changes because they don't
receive money from tuition general fees.
There is a distinction between
the University and Dining Services
because it is its own separate entity,
lewis said.
So if the University was to raise
tuition, they would not benefit
from it.
But although Lewis is not happy
with the changes, he's thankful that
Dining Services is responsive to
students' concerns.
"We're lucky to have things the
way they are because they listen to
us," Lewis said.

On campus, students have to
worry about high-priced items
being stolen because the size of
some of them makes the devices
desirable for thieves, said Tim
Carney, the associate director of
Residence Life.
Some of these items include
digital cameras, iPods, video
game systems and most frequently, notebook computers.
"People are buying more portable devices and it is easier to
steal a laptop than a desktop,"
Carney said.
A common way for thieves to
get into dorms is outside doors
that are propped open by items
such as cigarette butts and pen
caps being jammed into the
locks. These locks, Carney said,
will get busted from the items
being constantly jammed into
them and have to be replaced
several times each year.
Carney and Hennessy both
agree that the key to keeping students' possessions secure is to
lock the door and secure valuable possessions any time students leave their dorm rooms.
Sophomore Corey Visser
learned first-hand what happens
when this advice is not followed.

devices and it's easier
to steal a laptop."

as mascots came with a price,
however.
"It's taken a toll on our relationships," Doyle said. "We can't go
home for winter or Thanksgiving
and really had to just leave the
things you want to be special. Your
friends understand now. even if
they suspected, they still don't
understand why you're acting like
this. They don't understand such
a huge commitment"
"Some days I'm in Ithe suitl for
die fourth event in three days."
Streetman said. "Those days I
was so tired. I was not be able to
get out of the suit. Those days it
was really hard, but I wouldn't say
it made it not worth it."
Senior Shane Lewis said one

thing that carried the group
through was the support of the
alumni and each other.
Doyle looks forward to seeing
the new "baby" birds who will
take over the roles next year.
"It's nice to see where we've
come from and where we can
go," Doyle said. "We have a lot of
pride in what we're doing. It takes
a certain kind of person to make
that commitment."
Applications for next year's
Freddie and Frieda will be available today online or in the Office
of the Dean of Students in room
301 at the Union.
Requests for applications can also be sent to
thebirds@bgsu.edu.

Tim Carney | Residence Life

Visser said he and his roommate left the room for a few
m i nutes to go talk to the person
next door, and when they came
back, his laptop computer had
been stolen.
He said he had left the door
unlocked and didn't use any
security measures to tie down
the computer.
Visser said he did leam a lesson from the whole experience,
however. "Buy a lock for your
computer and every time you
leave the room, even to go to the
bathroom, lock the door."
Hennessy had the same
assessment for students, advising they keep their possessions
and themselves more secure.
His safety checklist includes:
Keep your doors locked, use a
computer cable lock, lock your
windows, don't prop outside
doors and have good roommate communication so you
know who is in your room at
what times.

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
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GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events taken from events bgsuedu

w8a.m -11 p.m
Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room
204 Olscamp Hall

Unstable temps
in Rodgers leave
residents on edge

10 a.m -1? p.rp
Spread the Love
Bake Sale

By Kriilin McKis.ic
Reporter

The Union

Walking in and out of dorm
rooms in Rodgers residence
hall you might notice that
every room has a different temperature. This is
not because of particular settings; it is how the
heat works.
Many of these residents
complain that the hall is either
too hot or too cold.
"It's not efficient. When it's
extra cold outside the heat
doesn'twork. Whenit'swarmer, the heat is on. It's never at
a room temperature setting,''
said Shante Swain, sophomore
who resides in Rodgers.
"Myheatinggoesfromhotto
cold," said lori Beams-Baker.
Students do not know if
maintenance is aware of the
heating problems, but they are
becoming frustrated with the
temperature in their rooms
constantly changing.
Some students, like Dwight
lames, keep their heat on and

11 a.m. - 3p.m.
Bake Sale
The Union

11 a.m. -2 p.m.
Dance Marathon
T Shirt Sale
The Union

11 am -12 30 p.m.
The Streets Weep
and The Stones Bleed
TBA

11:30 a.m.
Hip-Hop Music as
Black Popular Culture
201 Union

come to their rooms to find
it off.
"We |him and his roommatel make sure we keep the
heat on and there just wasn't
any heat coming from it one
day," said lames, sophomore.
"The other day when it was
real ly windy a nd f reezi ng cold,
our windows had frost on the
inside," said Beams-Bakers.
"It was ridiculous."
There haven't been any
actions taken to fix the problem and everyone complains,
said Swain.
There have not been any
complaints of other residence
halls. Swain said it only seems
to be a problem in Rodgers.
Students, who have been
inside for hours, write papers
with cold hands as if they've
just walked in from outside,
while other students, in the
same building, sweat from
doing homework.
"The University should try
and find a better heating system or a better way to heat the
rooms," lames said.
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THE AIR-AND ON THE ICE

BRIAN BORNHOEFT

COUPLES' SKATE: Michael Wells and Danielle Koenig enjoy the Valentine's Day Skate held at the BGSU Ice Arena.
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Andrew Webb, in his report of finding more than 120 dogs and cats from a Stony Ridge resience [see story, p. 1]
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What's the least romantic thing someone has ever done for you?

k

"My boyfriend gave

"Just walked away

"Somebody got me

andchakonmycar.lt,

me a box of Ensure

from me without say-

a movie they wanted

wouUn't come off for»

because he thought I

ing a word."

for themselves- Then

Have your own lake on

months."

needed to gain weight"

they took it forever."

today's People On The

MICHAEL HAUSFELD.
Sophomore, Supply Chain
Management

EBONY
WILLIAMSON.

MATTHEW
KOOGLER.

Sophomore. Spec. Edu.

Senior. Physical Education

On Feb. 8, the United States
Marine Corps was denied the
opportunity to gain crucial
training for future missions,
because of miscommunication and, arguably, choosing a
practice location that was less
than ideal for those in charge of
the city.
Earlier that day, Toledo Mayor
Cany Finkbeiner discovered
the Marines had arranged to
perform practice exercises in
a city-owned, nearly vacant
building complex in downtown
Toledo that weekend.
According to an article in the
Blade, mock ammunitions and
the firing of blank bullets would
have been some of the activities
included in the training. Since
this may have been alarming to
those in the area, it was argued
that the exercises were inappropriate.
Finkbeiner felt that because
he personally was not given earlier notice of the planned activities, the training would "frighten" the few people who would
be in the vicinity of the building
in the time frame allotted to the
^Marines. Minutes before they
.were set to arrive in Toledo, the
mayor uninvited the Marines
Trom training.
| It is unfortunate that those
who have sacrificed themselves
in order to support and defend
their country are not able to
adequately train for the activities that could potentially be
tised inside and outside of the
JJnited States.
' I would feel safer knowing
that in a true time of crisis,
those who are supposed to
protect our nation are prepared
•for the urban warfare that this
weekend's exercises would have
presented. I am not attempting to argue that the mayor's
.HI iiu is elicit ill will towards
the Marines and United States
■servicemen in general, but
gather that some inconvenience
;may be required of ourselves in
.order to protect our well-being.
Which scenario would seem
more frightening: Marines
jpreparing and training with
lake bullets and gunfights in
la quiet area in order to gain
skill in case of an emergency,
or having Marines who did not
go through such training be
placed in a real-life, dangerous
situation where such skills are
Required? A prepared "false
alarm" is better than an unprepared dangerous situation.
See MARISHA | Page 5

TOMORROW IN FORUM
! Columns by Jess Hylton and Airy
Blankart2.
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Valentine's Day, and all's not well for women
"I'm wondering what is wrong with the way
that men and women relate that leaves
both parties, but women especially, so
dissatisfied?"
I'm not buying it.
I'm not buying flowers or
chocolates or gifts for that special someone. I am not buying
into the idea that I should be
wined and dined by a guy who
thinks that because he spent
$30 on an Applebecs dinner
he's getting some tonight.
I'm not even buying into this
love thing that I keep seeing
framed in hearts on campus,
TV and online. I'm not buying
the idea that today's holiday has
anything to do with love.
Another day and another
girlfriend wails to me on the
phone, "He acted like I was way
off-base with my feelings, as
though 1 created this relationship in my head. What the hell
is wrong with men?"
It's a familiar scenario: The
woman gives the man her full
emotional attention, feeding his
ego, and bandaging his wounds
("Your professor must be stupid
for not giving you that A, your
paper was brilliant!"). She begs
for his attention, waiting until
Feb. 14 when commercial pressure will force him to perform

some meaningless gesture.
My question is not what's
wrong with men, so don't stop
reading in disgust just yet (I
know exactly what's wrong with
men: They are made of snails
and puppy tails).
I'm wondering what is wrong
with the way that men and
women relate that leaves both
parties, but women especially,
so dissatisfied? And no, the
"Men are from Mars" hypothesis won't suffice.
The only thing that competes
in terms of media saturation
with V-day is Britney Spears.
I ler train wreck of a life has
been covered more than the
war in Iraq, with swarms of
paparazzi making sure we are
updated every time she goes to
a gas station.
Don't get me wrong, I don't
have a whole lot of love for
Britney. Five years ago if you
asked me what I thought of
her you would have become
the unfortunate subject of an
extended and spit-filled rant.
But when I read her mother's statement from the last

Right wing , left wing,
what does it matter?
NATHAN KinMILLER I GUEST COLUMNIST
I would like to respond to Kyle
Reynold's article "McCain and
the GOP: Close enough?y" | Jan.
121 where he discussed Sen.
John McCain's loyalty to the
conservative party.
It troubles me how much
importance is placed on a
candidate's characteristics to
be liberal or conservative. We
need to stop focusing on exactly
which way they lean and by
how much, and start focusing on what they have to say
— what can they do to better
our country.
There is such a divide
between Republicans and
Democrats today that members of an opposing parry (i.e.
you and me) will automatically
dismiss the ideas and visions
for the United States without
opening their ears. The other
party is automatically seen as
wrong; wrong for the person
who holds stead fast to the
opinions of their affiliate party,
and therefore wrong for the
country as a whole.
Now, specifically speaking,
conservatism in this country as
a whole has changed so much
over time the Republicans of
the past would consider any
candidate holding their party's
name today a liberal. The same
goes for Democrats. There
is more of a mish-mashing
of political ideals and beliefs
today making it close to impossible to strictly declare oneself
as Conservative or Liberal;
Democratic or Republican.
We, as voters, need to step
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time the toxic pop star was
involuntarily committed, I
actually felt sorry for her. Lynn
Spears wrote in a sworn affidavit of Spear's manager Sam
I.ufti, who had allegedly been
drugging Britney:
"Sam had told Britney that
she was an unfit mother, a
piece of trash and a whore, that
she cares more about Adnan,
her current boyfriend, than she
cares about her kids, and that
she does not deserve her kids."
This, in light of the fact that
Lufti is part of the many people
who make over $110 million
off the girl who once pranced
around in a Catholic school
uniform for our entertainment.
While advertisements for
chocolate and diamonds are
everywhere these days, love
is not. It is hard for me to be
enthusiastic about love when
half of the population is still
being treated like objects of
derision or sexual satisfaction.
It happens when murderous men single out little girls
on their rampages. It happens
when brave and independent

— Respond to Kampiiv at
tlieneiiisQ'bgneii's.com.

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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To all of you Hollywood fans, it
may be your time to rejoice as
the Writer's Guild strike comes
to an end. Amongst concerns
brought about in the strike
were how to handle compensation for a switch in media
from television and Film to the
Internet, who gets royalties,
and how much of them?
The American Writer's
Guild is not the only body to
have trouble with Internet
consumption, and they certainly will not be the last.
Newspapers, for instance, have
yet to strike a blow online, but
people in the business know
the tension is mounting.
If nothing else, the multitude of lawsuits brought
about in the wake of the
Internet should encourage us
to pay attention to how we're
viewing it as an entity. Right
now, the Internet is treated
— more or less — as an
entity in direct competition
with offline equivalents. For
instance, Amazon.com could
be seen to be in competition
with Wal-Mart.
Such issues, 1 think, require
that we start devoting massive resources into determining how to proceed with our
Internet. Should we allow
online companies to compete

SPEAK YOUR MIND

— Kitzmiller is a junior
majoring in occupational
therapy. Respond to his column
at thenews@bgnews.com.

Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your

Restrict
the
Internet?

female contractors working in
Iraq cannot get justice after
being gang-raped by the men
who are supposedly their
protectors.
It is hard for me to get "in the
mood" when I am expected
to provide emotional sustenance and nurture and then
get empty and unimaginative
gestures in return. Love loses
much of its meaning, when
even interpersonal relationships tell me that I am less
important because of my
gender, that I don't deserve
year-round attention from my
partner even though I am compelled to provide it.
Cliched, overpriced flowers
and cheap chocolates will not
convince me that I am valued.
Go ahead, write me off as a
cynical, man-hating witch. My
heart is obviously withered and
ice-cold, like that turkey gizzard
that's been sitting in the back
of your freezer since 1996. I'll
probably end up old and alone,
they will find my body several
weeks after 1 croak, in a pool of
cat piss.
Go out and have dinner in an
overpriced and crowded restaurant tonight. You may even
get laid.

Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Heres how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

back from being dead set on
defining what we are, as well as
our candidates, and start determining our presidential candidates based on their ability to
run this country as president.
Such a deeply drawn line in
the sands of politics can only
lead to half the U.S. population
agreeing to the person elected
as president. This naturally
leads to lower confidence ratings of our leaders and more
of a struggle to get anything
accomplished in Congress. All
the media blitzing by personal
attack ads, news networks and
party enthusiasts like Rush
limbaugh, who incessantly talk
about political agendas, only
serves to further widen the gap
between the two parties.
Obviously, bad decisions
and terrorist attacks do not
help a commander in chief's
credibility in the eyes of their
nation or the world which
makes this next election even
more important.
So we need to stop looking at
how right-winged, left-winged,
female, black, religious and
especially (God help me) how
much money a candidate has
raised and start looking at what
they can do about healthcare,
the falling dollar, the economy,
social security, oil dependency,
the national debt, unneeded
spending, border security and
the ever-apparent war.

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM
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"[The Internet] has the potential to be one

CHAD

of the greatest works of humankind, and

From Page 4

directly with offline ones?
How would we stop such competition? These questions and
a number of others need to be
addressed if we are to continue using the Internet as a form
of commerce.
But there are many other
reasons why we use the
Internet, each paired with
pressing questions.
The Internet is a sort of
revolution, the likes of which is
unique to human endeavors.
Never before have we seen
people so interconnected,
never before have we seen
companies change their media
of buying and selling, and also
we have never seen before the
readily available space for personalized publishing.
The amount and types of
information available on the
net are quite novel. Any bozo
with an e-mail address can

also holds the potential to be one of our
greatest flops."
create a blog and publish his or
her thoughts. And until users
decide that someone else's blog
is better, the bozo is treated with
equal weight as far as search
engines are concerned.
The freedom with which we
can access information, buy
products and even communicate is so new to human beings
that I think it absolutely requires
the consideration of scholars.
And I think that this ought to be
funded by the state.
The state makes the laws,
the state regulates the laws
and we will all take our grievances to the state if we feel
the Internet is being misused.
(Readers of my previous column might be inclined to ask
why we should regulate librar-

ies. The flaw with last week's
analogy is that people use the
Internet with much greater
frequency than libraries.)
Scholars should be paying
attention to the future of the
Internet, and to how past phenomena may be similar. The
Internet's scope, too, must be
questioned. How much information do we want to allow on
the Internet? And why would
that be?
The ideal role and function
of the Internet is in dire need
of being questioned because
already we see two very different
models for how it might unfold.
The Internet accessible to most
of the free world is limited by
few things. Governments regulate how commerce is to take

"Whether the intentions towards the

MARISHA

Marines were malevolent or not, this snafu

From Page 4

In addition, it should be
noted that although the mayor
was unaware of the weekend exercises, the rest of the
city was not in the dark. The
Marines had alerted Toledo
police and media outlets of the
planned activities, according
to the Blade. It was not the first
time the Marines had conducted similar exercises in the
city either, as similar training
sessions occurred as recentlv
as 2006.
This was not a first for the
city, and since the location
proved ideal for the Marines,
they felt that it was a good
opportunity to return. Also, last
weekend proved to be a frigid,
cold and snowy period, and
therefore it was unlikely that
many people would be walking around the often vacant

does not help the city send a positive
message to outsiders."
downtown area, so any pandemonium and confusion would
have been on an even smaller
scale than usual.
Beyond the supposed concern the Mayor's administration had over the level of fear
the exercises would place in
any people who may have been
in the area at that time, there
are questions that I raised
when 1 heard this story.
Mayor I'inkbeiner's spokesman, Brian Schwartz, stated
that alternative locations were
offered to the Marines, including an abandoned indoor shopping mall and school building
outside of the downtown areas.
Both locations are in larger

Check out our Variety of
Properties Available!

residential and higher traffic
business areas compared to the
downtown property.
If the mayor's concerns were
that people in the downtown
area would be frightened by
the "surprise" training, why
would the citizens around
these proposed locations be
any less concerned about
hearing gunfire? If anything,
the situation would be worse,
because police plans and
knowledge about the events
would have been thrown in a
loop, and media releases would
be incorrect.
Therefore, I can't help but
wonder if citizen concern was
the true motivation behind
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place, and whether some pieces
of content should be allowed,
but largely the Internet in these
places is restriction free.
The alternative model, however, is unfolding before our
very eyes in China. Their version
of the Internet is like a heavily
filtered, watered down version
of what the rest of the world is
allowed to experience.
. Maybe China's model is something that we want. Or, maybe
it's not. The point is that because
the alternative exists, it needs
to be considered, weighed, and
evaluated. Likewise, imaginative
minds can come up with ideas
for how future commerce, communication and information
distribution may take place on
the web. These ideas should be
similarly weighed and considered as things we might like to
avoid or adopt.
The pressing nature of this
endeavor grows with every new
connection to the Internet and
every new blog. In a sense, the
Internet is like the beginning

years of television. It has the
potential to be one of the greatest works of humankind, and
also holds the potential to be
one of ou r greatest flops.

WE'VE GOT A BLOG!
Check out your favorite Forum
columnists, unhinged and
online, reasoned and ranting
bgnewsforum.blo9spot.com

— Respond to Quid at
tlieneivs&bgnews.com.
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the cancellation. Was an
underlying reason for the cancellation the possibility that
Mayor Finkbeiner himself felt
threatened by the idea that
the action would take place in
downtown, where his offices
are? Since he personally was
not made aware of the training, should the whole ordeal
have been canceled?
Miscommunication should
not have resulted in the
rejection of those who are
trying to protect us. Whether
the intentions towards the
Marines were malevolent or
not, this snafu does not help
the city send a positive message to outsiders.
Hopefully the mayor's office
can learn from their mistakes,
and other cities can take note
on how to avoid controversy.
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British journalist still held captive
By Kim Gam«l
The Associated Press

BAGHDAD—An Iraqi interpreter
for CBS News kidnapped in Basra
was freed yesterday, but a British
journalist remained in captivity,
police said.
The interpreter was handed
over to authorities at the same
hotel where he was seized in
Basra, 340 miles southeast of
Baghdad, Police Brig. Gen.
Shamkhi lassim said.
loumalists gathered at the hotel
saw the Iraqi Interpreter being
escorted by police to their main
headquarters.
The director of radical Shiite
cleric Muqtada al-Sadr's office
in Basra said negotiations were
continuing for the British journalist's release,
Iraqi police and witnesses said
the two were seized Sunday from
a hotel in Basra. CBS News said
Monday that wo journalists working for it were missing in Basra, but
it did not identify them.

N*8IL AL JURANI
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ON THE LOOKOUT: iraqi soucemen stand guard i front of the Sultan Palace Hotel in
central Basra. Iraq. Tuesday.

Basra, Iraq's second-largest city, has seen fierce fighting
between rival Shiite militias as
part of a power struggle in the
oil-rich south.
Kidnappings of Westerners
and Iraqis — for political
motives or ransom — were
common in the past but have

become infrequent recently
with a decline in violence.
Since 2004, three journalists
— Kakher Haider of The New
York Times, as well as lames
Brandon of Britain and New
York freelancer Steven Vincent
— have been abducted in Basra,
according to the Committee to

Protect loumalists. Brandon was
released, but Vincent and I laider
were murdered, it said.
According to CPJ, at least 51
journalists have been abducted
in Iraq since 2004. The New Yorkbased group said the majority was
released, but 12 were killed.
CPI, which has recorded at
least 126 journalists killed since
the U.S.-led war started in March
2003, also condemned the murder of a 27-year-old Iraqi journalist this week in Baghdad.
The bullet-riddled body of
llisham Michwit llamdan was
found Tuesday, two days after
he disappeared after leaving the offices of the Young
loumalists League to buy notebooks and pens at a market in
the central Baghdad district of
Babal-Mudham.
league chief Haider llasoun
al-Moussawi said llamdan had
joined the independent organization when it was established in
2003 as a media watchdog and
had not reported any threats.

Advanced centrifuges process uranium gas in Iran

ALEJANDRO MGM ! APPHOIO
TERRORISM: Firefighters and rescue workers search through the rubble of the Buenos .
Aires Jewish Community center after a car bomb rocked the building in 1994.

Most-wanted terrorist
killed in car bombing
By Zeina Karam
The Associated Press

With Iran's ambiguous intent, diplomats are concerned that uranium gas might be used in nuclear warheads
By Gaorge Jahn
The Associated Press

VIENNA, Austria — Iran's new
generation of advanced centrifuges have begun processing
small quantities of the gas that
can be used to make the fissile core of nuclear warheads,
diplomats told The Associated
Press yesterday.
The diplomats emphasized
that the centrifuges were working with minute amounts of
the uranium gas. One diplomat said Tehran has set up only
10 of the machines — far too
few to make enriched uranium

in the quantities needed for
an industrial-scale energy or
weapons program.
The statements shed light on
the Islamic Republic's experiments with its domestically
developed IR-2 centrifuges,
which can churn out enriched
uranium at more than double
Ihe rate of the older machines
that now form the backbone of
Tehran's nuclear project.
The existence of the IR-2 centrifuges was made known last
week by diplomats accredited to
the Vienna-based International
Atomic Energy Agency probing
Iran's nuclear program for suspi-

cions it may have been designed
to make weapons.
Diplomats told the AP
last week that the machines
appeared to be running empty
and said they could not say how
many centrifuges had been set
up at the facility linked to Iran's
underground enrichment plant
at Natanz.
One diplomat said yesterday
that the centrifuges were set up
Ian. 20 and began processing
minute amounts of the uranium gas soon afterward to test
the machines.
He and others accredited to
the IAEA demanded anonym-

We've got your next place!
Apartments Available for Rent for 2008-2009
rIME!R RENTALS AVAILABLE
May
toy 17, 2008 to August 9, 2008

PETS ALLOWED

ity because their information
was runlnlrnti.il.
Iran is under U.N. Security
Council sanctions for refusing
to suspend uranium enrichment, which it started developing during nearly two decades
of covert nuclear activity built
on illicit purchases and revealed
only live years ago.
That secrecy heightened
suspicions about Iran's intent,
but Iranian leaders argued the
country has a right to run a
peaceful enrichment program
to generate electricity and have
dismissed the U.N. demands.

FALCONFACTS
The basement in Moseley
Hall was originally used
for cow stalls.

DAMASCUS, Syria — lmad
Mughniyeh, the suspected
mastermind of dramatic
attacks on the U.S. Embassy
and U.S. Marine harracks
that killed hundreds of
Americans in Lebanon in
the 1980s, has died in a car
bombing in Syria.
The Islamic militant group
Hezbollah and its Iranian
backers blamed Israel yesterday for the killing of
Mughniyeh, Hezbollah's security chief in the 1980s who
was one of the world's most
wanted and elusive terrorists.
Israel denied involvement.
Syria's official news agency
SANA said he was killed a car
bombing in Damascus on
Tuesday night.
"The ongoing investigation
over the car bomb in the residential Kfar Sousse neighborhood last night has proven that
it targeted Lebanese combat
ant lmad Mughniyeh," SANA
quoted Syrian Interior Minister

lirig. Cen. Biissam Abdul-Majid
as saying.
Mughniyeh, 45, had been in
hiding for years. He was one
of the fugitives indicted in the
United States for planning and
participatingin the 1985 hijacking of a TWA airliner in which a
U.S. Navy diver was killed. He
is on an KM most wanted list
with a $5 million bounty on his
head for that indictment.
Mughniyeh was believed to
have directed a group that held
Westerners hostage in Lebanon.
Among them was journalist Terry Anderson, a former
Associated Press chief Middle
East correspondent who was
held captive for six years.
"I can't say I'm either surprised or sad," Andersen told
the AP by phone from the
Caribbean island of St. Lucia,
where he was sailing. "He was
not a good man — certainly
the primary actor in my kidnapping and many others.'' he
added. "To hear that his career
has finally ended is a good
thing and it's appropriate that
he goes up in a car bomb."

with a S300.00 nonrefundable pet
deposit at these buildings:
517 E.Reed

EFFICIENCIES
451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Ottenhauer.
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath
Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only.
School Year - S395.00 per month
One Year - $370.00 per month

403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street
640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733, 755, 777 Manville

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates shown for One Person Occupancy. Two Person Rates Available.
517 E. REED STREET AtThurstin.
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $465.00 per month.
One year - $400.00 per month.

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $385.00 per month.
One year - $350.00 per month.

707-727 THIRD STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $395.00 per month.
One year - $350.00 per month.

720 SECOND STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $410.00 per month.
One year - $360.00 per month.

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $465.00 per month.
One year - $410.00 per month.

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm. One Bath.
School year - $435.00 per month.
One year - $370.00 per month.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates shown for Two Person Occupancy. One to Three Person Rates Available.
505 CLOUGH STREET Behind Kinkos
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Extra Vanity.
School year - $630.00 per month.
One year - $530.00 per month.

521 E. MERRY- Near Offenhauer.

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $590.00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month.

835 FOURTH STREET

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath W/ Vanity in Bdrms.
School year - $620.00 per month.
One year - $520.00 per month.

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two full baths.
School year - $650.00 per month.
One year - $540.00 per month.

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH or
818 SEVENTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath S Hall Vanity.
School year - $565.00 per month.
One year - $475.00 per month.

831 SEVENTH STREET

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

Unfurnished. I ■' baths, dishwasher.
School year - $630.00 per month.
One year - $530.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $655.00 per month.
One year - S565.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two bedrooms.
School year - $590.00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - $560.00 per month.
One year • $485.00 per month.

FOREST APARTMENT- Napoleon
at S. College.
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath, hall vanity.
School year - $555.00 per month.
One year - $475.00 per month.

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2008-2009
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

-.-JOHN

NEWLOVE
£W SUotC. 1«C.

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green. OH
iLocated Across F'om Taco Beill
Rental Office 419-354-2260

8130 30
^.t-vnn
^
Sat. 8:30-5:00
www|ohnnewloverealeslate com

Join the fun during College Daze at Mad River
Mountain! Get 50% off a day lift ticket when you
bring in a valid student ID!

First Time Fun Guaranteed!
Feb 23-24
9am-9:30pm
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Falcons stumble at EMU
BASEBALL
Roger Clemens and
Brian McNamee
appear in front of
Congress
The steroid talk resumed
yesterday on Capitol Hill as
both Roger Clemens and
Brian McNamee took center
stage as both gave their
accounts of what may or may
not have happened.
Page 8

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to check out The BG
News Sports Blog for all of
the latest information on all
of your favorite Falcon sports.
The blog is also good for live
game updates of hockey as

Knight scores
15 in loss
By Chris Volo.chulc
Sports Editor

YPSILANTI, Mich— Last
night, the BG men's basketball
team was an hour away from
home and out of sorts against
Eastern Michigan.
Despite shooting well from
the field the entire game, the
Falcons weren't able to string
enough points together to overtake the Eagles, who won, 78-68.
BG's shooting percentage for
the game was 49 percent compared to EMU's40.9 percent, but
it was not nearly enough. Eastern
had an answer for everything
BGdid.
"This was a game where we
didn't pay attention to details
and implementing the game
plan the way it should've been,"
said BG head coach Louis Orr.
Three-pointers were the order
of the day for Eastern. They went
10-19 from beyond the arc, good

"This was a game

BG does not >
pass the Eastern:
Michigan test

where we didn't pay
attention to details
and implementing

By Chris Voloschuk

the game plan the

Sports Editor

way it should've
been."
Louis Orr I BG coach

for 52.6 percent.
According to EMU head
coach Charles Ramsey, the
team was right at home from
three-point range.
"One of our staples is we shoot
the three," Ramsey said. "|BG]
did a good job early of having us
spaced out, and once we started
getting the ball to the middle of
the floor, it really started to free
up our shooters.. .we did a good
job of finding open guys."

ENOCH WU . THfBGNEWS

YPSILANTI, Mich.—If last
night's game were a class, the
BG men's basketball team very
well may have been interested
in a drop and a retake.
If the same game was a
test in a class, then BG didn't
know enough answers to
pass. Eastern Michigan had
all the answers handy and
ready for use.
They had an answer for
everything the Falcons did on
the court.
The 78-68 road loss was not
a pleasant one.
'The things we needed to
do to be successful, we didn't
do," said BG coach Louis Orr.

AT A LOSS: Chris Knight, shown here defending UTs Jonathan Amos, had 15 points m the
See MEN | Page 8

SeeTEST|Paqe8

78-68 Falcon loss last night at Eastern Michigan. The defeat dropped BG to 6-5 in conference
play and 11-12 overall. The Falcons will next be in action Saturday as they host Akron.

well as men's and women's
basketball.
http://www.bgnewssports.
bloqspot.com

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1994—Alexander Golubev
skates Olympic record 500m
(36.33).
1992—Kieren John Perkins
swims world record 800m
freestyle (7:46.60).
1987-53.745 people, the
largest NBA crowd to date,
attend 76ers vs. Pistons game
in Detroit.
1966—Wilt Chamberlain
breaks NBA career scoring

Two Tomas' from all the way across the 'frozen' pond
By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

This
weekend's
Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
match-up between BG and
Nebraska-Omaha features a
little international rivalry not
often seen in college hockey.
The two players of note are
sophomore Tomas Petruska of
the Falcons and junior Tomas
Klempa of the Mavericks,
both of whom originate from
Slovakia in Central Europe.
Petruska and Klempa both left
their native country for the
U.S. a few years ago to concentrate on junior and then college
hockey in the states.
Though it's more common to
see European players leaving

Tomas
Klempa
Nebraska-Omaha
Junior skater from
Prestany. Slovakia

their countries for the NHL, BG
coach Scott Paluch has enjoyed
seeing a Slavic presence at the
college level.
"There have been spurts
throughout the last 15or20years
of European players making an
impact in the NCAA," Paluch
said. "With so many of them in
the NHL. it's nice that some of
them can qualify academically
in the NCAA to improve their
skill level on the ice. With Tomas
|Petruska|, we've seen that, but

d

Tomas
Petruska
BG sophomore
skater from
Presov. Slovakia

we've also seen him be a terrific
person for us."
Back in Slovakia, the two
Tomas' grew up about four hours
apart, as Petruska was born in
Presov and Klempa in Prestany.
They did not know each other
in Slovakia, but quickly became
familiar while in the junior
hockey circuit.
Petruska played one season
(2004-05) in the United States
Hockey League against Klempa
after leaving their shared

A TALE OF TWO
TOMAS'

homeland. During that year,
Klempa put up 25 goals and
27 assists with Indiana in the
USHL before moving on to college in Nebraska.
After that single season in the
USHL, Petruska landed with the
Cleveland Barons of the North
American Hockey League. In
2005-06 Petruska put up numbers nearly as impressive as his
compatriot's the season before,
totaling nearly 50 points in 34
games with the Barons.
Both players' scoring prowess
carried over well to the college
level, as Klempa now has nearly
70 points in his three seasons
thus far with UNO. Petruska,

TOMAS PETRUSKA: The BG
sophomore played one season
in the United States Hockey
League. Moved on to the North j
American Hockey League and
played with the Cleveland Barons)
He put up 50 points in 34 games I
for the Barons
TOMAS KLEMPA: The
Nebraska-Omaha junior put
up 25 goals and 27 assists with
Indiana in the UHSL in 20042005. Klempa moved onto to
play with the Mavericks after
his brief stint in the USHL. Has
nearly 70 points with

See SLOVAKS! Page 8

:

record at 20.884 points.

The List
The steroids cloud has
loomed large over baseball's
biggest names through the
years, and with that being
said, we give you top five
players whose careers have
been affected the most by
steroids.

1. Barry Bonds:
BALCO. "Game of Shadows."
asterisks... anything
associated with steroids and
it is not long before Bonds'
name comes up.

2. Roger Clemens:
His dangerous game of legal
chicken that he has played

nsurance company hoping to bet the 'Farm' on Cavaliers' star forward
ByTomWithtrs

As part of its relationship, State
Farm will use James in some
commercials as well as at public
CLEVELAND — LeBron lames appearances, El said.
has teamed up with a good
lames' deal will be formally
neighbor.
announced at a playground
The Cavaliers'All-Star forward ribbon-cutting today in New
has signed a sponsorship agree- Orleans, site of Sunday's NBA
ment with State Farm insurance, All-Star game, lames will dediwhich is hoping the popular 23- cate a new playground at the
year-old can help it attract young St. Bernard Recreation Center,
adult policy holders.
which was devastated by
Terms were not disclosed.
Hurricane Katrina and rebuilt
"The relationship will be in 2006.
focused on helping connect our
State Farm, based in
State Farm brand and products Bloomington, 111., sponsored
— particularly our auto and rent- the playground project, the first
ers insurance — to a young audi- installation of a national initiaence in new and relevant ways." tive by lames' family foundasaid Pam El, State Farm's vice tion.
president of marketing.
"We share many of the same
The Associated Press

"LeBron has publicly
admitted his mistake.
He has strong
principles and we
decided he would be
a good match for us."
Pam El | VP of Marketing

goals and values, especially
when it comes to improving the
lives of people across the country and making a real impact in
the communities that they live
in," lames said.

lames, a State Farm customer since 2004, has other deals
with Nike, Coca-Cola, Microsoft.
Upper Deck and others. Fortune
Magazine estimated he has
about S170 million in endorsements.
Forbes Magazine estimated
lames made $27 million, including his $13 million from the Cavs,
from June 2006 to lune 2007. His
endorsements are handled by
LRMR Marketing and Branding,
a company lames founded with
three friends.
The partnership deal with
State Farm comes two weeks after
See LEBRON I Pace 8

INSURED: LeBron James and State FanInsurance enter partnership

with Brian McNamee will
likely result in one of them
being prosecuted on purgery
charges.

3. Hark McGwire:
"Big Mac" did not want to talk
about the past in 2005. The
Baseball Hall of Fame took
notice and has not elected
him.

4. Rafael Palmeiro:
Wagged his finger at
Congress and talked about
how he never used steroids,
then gets caught for steroids
four months later.

5. Sammy Sosa: The
Dominican-born athlete all of
a sudden had no recollection
of the English language when
Congress questioned him

Falcons
outlast
Chipps 87-82

Kate
Achter
Scored 18 points
and has five assists
in the victory.

ByBillBord.-ick
Assistant Sports Editor

WOMEN'S FACT BOX

In a tough environment on the
road, the Falcons were able to
squeeze out an 87-82 victory yesterday.
The Falcons were led by freshman guard Lauren Prochaska,
who poured in 20 points on the
night. She made all 11 of her free
throw attempts and was able to
grab six rebounds.
Also in double figures for the
Falcons were Kate Achter and len
UhL who both posted 18 points,
and Crystal Murdaugh, who

100: Kate Achter and Whitney
Taylor recorded their 100th
victories as Falcons

See WOMEN | Page 8

about his possible steroid use.

I

RECORD-BREAKER:
Achter's two free throws with
14:55 to go in the second half
broke the school record. Achter
finished the night by going 8-10
from the charity stripe.
THINK PINK: Central
Michigan promoted their "Think
Pink* celebration to benefit breast
cancer. BG will celebrate "Think
Pink* Saturday against Eastern
Michigan.

Browns' quarterback Brady Quinn involved in altercation:
By Tom Withers
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — Cleveland
Browns quarterback Brady
Quinn denied yesterday that he
was involved in an altercation
on New Year's Day in which a
man claimed on an emergency
phone call that Quinn made a
slur at him.
On a 911 call early on Ian. 1,
Seth Harris told Columbus,
Ohio, police that Quinn was
with a group at La Fogata Grill
and that they were insulting
gays outside the restaurant.
"There's a group of football
players, Brady Quinn from the
Browns ... and he's trying to
cause a fight," Harris told the
operator. "His friends are yelling at all of the gay people that
are around here."
Harris said he had a verbal

any interaction with the police.1'
Quinn said in the statement."
want to be clear that I did no
of football players,
engage in any of the allegec
conduct, nor did I make inap
Brady Quinn from
propriate comments to anyone,1'
"Any allegations to the cori
the Browns... and
trary are either untrue or the]
he's trying to cause a result of misidentification."
However, Columbus police]
said when they arrived Quinn]
fight:
was arguing with 32-year-old
Jason Thompson.
Seth Harris | Columbus citizen
Quinn's friends encouraged
him to step back from the situexchange with Quinn.
ation and he did, police spoke:
In a statement released woman Amanda Ford said.
through the Browns, Quinn said
She added that police di(
he had dinner on New Year's not hear any comments mad
Eve with his girlfriend and at the scene and couldn't coi
other couples but that nothing firm Harris' statements on thi
911 call.
else happened.
"At no time that night was 1
"We don't know what tha
involved in a verbal or physi- argument was about." Fon
cal altercation, nor did I have said.

"There's a group

»

»
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Clemens, McNamee square off in front of Congress
By Ronald Blum
The Associated Press

: WASHINGTON—RogerClemens
straggled ID find die right words
iunder questioning during a

'congressional hearing yesterday and denied new accounts
of drug use made against him
l>y former teammate and close
friend Andy Peltitte.
Using words like "misremem-

It was two hours into the hearing before that lawyer, Charles
Scheeler, was addressed by the
committee.
IRS Special Agent Jeff
Novitzky, a key member of
the federal prosecution team
against Barry Bonds, also
attended the hearing.
Flat-panel televisions on heari ng room walls showed evidence,
including Pettitte's affidavit.
Peltitte, who was excused
from testifying, said in a statement to the committee that
Clemens admitted to him
as long as 10 years ago that
he used HGH. Waxman read
from affidavits by Pettitte and
Petlitte's wife, Laura, supporting the accusations.
"Andy Pettitte is my friend.
He was my friend before this.
He will be my friend after this
and again. I think Andy has
misheard," Clemens said. "I
think he misremembers of our
conversation."
McNamee told Mitchell that
he injected Clemens 16 to 21
times with steroids and human
growth hormone from 199801. McNamee also said that
Pettitte and Chuck Knoblauch
used HGH.

"I have helped taint out national pastime.
Make no mistake: When I told Sen. Mitchel
that I injected Roger Clemens
with performance-enhancing drugs,
I told the truth."
Brian McNamee! Former Clemens trainer

bereoT and mispronouncing the
last name of his chief accuser, with or signing autographs for made, and each time the former
trainer was forced to admit they
Brian McNamee, Clemens ram- staff members.
Clemens and McNamee were untrue.
bled and stumbled during his
"This is really disgusting.
were separated by one seat in
early remarks on Capitol 11 ill.
'■ Clemens' reputation and the same wood-paneled room You're here as a sworn witness.
legacy were on the line, and where Mark McGwire and You're here to tell the truth," the
there was the possibility that Hafael Palmeiro once saw their Indiana Republican said. "You're
here under oath, and yet we
criminal charges could follow careers tarnished.
Clemens briefly stared at have lie after lie after lie after lie,
after the seven-time Cy Young
McNamee during his accuser's of where you've told this comwinner testified.
"I have never taken steroids or opening statement; for the mittee and the people of this
I Kill." Clemens said, his voice most part, they did not look at country that Roger Clemens did
things — 1 don't know what to
rising. "No matter what we dis- each other.
Members of Congress believe. I know one thing I don't
cuss here today, I am never going
immediately questioned the believe and that's you."
to have my name restored."
The first congressman to
It seemed clear nearly from credibility of both Clemens
question Clemens, Rep. Elijah
the start that the committee and McNamee.
Committee chairman Henry Cummings, D-Md., set the
would not treat Clemens with
kid gloves, despite all the face- Waxman pointed out inconsis- tone within minutes, repeatto-face sitdowns he did with tencies in Clemens' comments. edly reminding Clemens he was
representatives in recent days Hep. Dan Burton repeatedly under oath and admonishing
— sometimes posing for photos read remarks McNamee had the pitcher to "keep your voice
"Offensive rebounds, second
shots, long shots, long rebounds,
offensive rebounds, dribble
From Pace 7
penetration, everything for us
The one Fastern player who to be successful, we just fell
seemed the most open was short," Orr said.
Despite the 78-68 result, the
guard Carlos Medlock. who
scored 26 points. He went 5-5 game was much closer throughfrom three-point range and shot out. Forwards Chris Knight and
Nate Miller scored 15 and 13
(i-10 from the Held.
"He played very heady. He points, respectively, and guard
made his shots tonight." Ramsey Brian Moten scored 14.
Trailing 34-28 at the start of
said. "He's not the quickest kid
in the world. 1 le's small, but he's the second half, BG engineered
not quick. He has a knack to get a mini-rally that culminated
that little bit of space he needs to with a Brian Moten three from
get his shot off. lie played a ter- the corner. With 6:45 to play
rific floor game as well as scoring in the game, F.MU held a slim
58-56 lead.
the ball tonight."
But from that point on. it was
Points weren't the whole story
when it came to yesterday's all EM U. The Eagles went on a 20outcome. EMU thoroughly out- 12 ran to close the game out.
In the end, BG just couldn't
rebounded BG 35-24.
Eastern got a number of sec- string together points and get
ond chances off of their 15 offen- the necessary stops when they
needed them the most.
sive boards.

MEN

LEBRON
From Paqe 7
lames was ordered to pay S259
in fines and court costs for driving 101 mph on his 23rd birthday in December. The insurance provider said the speeding ticket had no bearing on its
decision to team up with lames.
"LeBron has publicly admitted his mistake," said F.I, who
first met lames at last year's
All-Star game. "He has strong
principles and we decided he
would be a good match for us."

JAMES LINE
ENDORSING THE KING:
State Farm joins Nike. Coca-Cola.
Microsoft. Upper Deck and others. James is said to have made
$170 million in endorsements

PABlO MARTINEZ MONSIVAIS i APPHOTO

UNDER OATH: Brian McNamee and Roger Clemens were both summoned to testify in
front Congress yesterday.

up." McNamee also was asked
to pull his microphone closer.
The hearing started about
an hour after several teams
opened spring training. This
was far from the sunny settings
of Florida and Arizona,
Debbie Clemens, the pitcher's
wife, sat behind her husband
and listened as Waxman implicated her in UGH use, citing
statements by Peltitte.
Even one of Clemens' attor-

neys was given a hard time. At
one point. Lanny Breuer stood
up from his seat behind Clemens
and interrupted a congressman
to say he would like to speak in
place of his client.
"Im sorry, the rules don't provide it," Waxman said.
A lawyer who helped prepare former Senate majority
leader George Mitchell's report
on doping in baseball sat
between accuser and accused.

from the field. Looks proved to
be deceiving.
F.MU shot just over 40 perFrom Page 7
cent but made their shots count,
"And we never really could get especially from beyond the arc.
over the hump, especially in the As a team, the Eagles sank It)
of their 19 three-pointers, good
second half."
BG was never out of the for 52.6 percent. Many of the
game. Many times throughout shots were wide open. And
the contest, the Falcons would again, it was Eastern with the
make some kind of a small run timely answers.
"I think it's playing on the
to cut into EMU's constant lead,
only to let a potential two-point road, and having the ability to
game or tied score slip through step up and make the plays to
their fingers like a pencil fall- win," Orr said. "Get the stops
ing off a desk during a difficult and, or make the plays to get t he
baskets."
exam.
For F.MU, guard Carlos
In that regard. Eastern had
the tighter grip, and never relin- Medlock was the best student
quished the lead they gained in the class.
With 26 points, and shooting
with 12:15 to play in the first
half. They answered every time. a perfect 5-5 from three-point
lust glancing at the stat sheet, range, Medlock could've graduit looked as though BG had the ated last night Magna Cum
better shooting night, finish- Laude. He knew every answer
ing the game with at 49 percent tolas! night's test.

WOMEN

TEST

From Paqe 7
added 10.
The Falcons made 37 of their
43 free attempts, which made
up for their 36 percent shooting.
The Chippewas were led
by guard Angel Chan, who
scored a game-high 22 points.
Forwards (".andace Wilson and
Britni Houghton each posted
16 points and grabbed a total of
20 rebounds between the two
of them.
BG also scored statistical victories in both bench points and
second-chance points.
The Falcons won bench
points24-l 1 and second-chance
points 15-6.
The team will next be in
action on Saturday as they host
Eastern Michigan at 7 p.m.

SLOVAKS
From Page 7

Offering you all of you
Valentine's Day needs!

meanwhile, led all Falcon
freshmen last season in scoring with 17 total points.
Klcmpa has been slowed
somewhat by injuries this season, but Paluch still considers
him a threat that the Falcons
will need to keep an eye on
this weekend.
"[Klempal is a very talented
spark plug type of guy who is
very difficult to play against,"
Paluch said. "He gives his
team a pretty good lift."
Perhaps Petruska will be
able to do the same for BG
as his team battles Klempa's
for fifth place in the CCHA.
Both players assisted for their
respective teams last March
in a Nebraska playoff victory.
This weekend will be the
first time they have taken the
ice against each other since
that series and both players
said they are looking forward
to it.
"It's always fun to play
against someone like that
and be able to talk in your
own native language," said
Petruska.
"Talking to him on the ice
is pretty cool, but other than
that it's just another player to
me," said Klempa. "We might
say 'hey' or whatever on the
ice, but other than that it's
really nothing special."
v\ joking Petruska offered a
umerent side to their on-ice
exchanges in Slovak.
"He always asks me to
fight, so I suppose I should
expect that."

■
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A pancake feast for the gods

The Daily Crossword Fix

brought to you by

I

FARGO, N.D. — This feast was
for the record books, and it only
took 34,818 pancakes to get
there.
Thousands of people, including an official with Guinness
World Records, escaped the
bone-chilling winter weather
on Saturday for the 50th anniversary of The Kiwanis Club's
Pancake Kamival fundraiser.
Grillers flipped flapjacks and
served them with sausages and
orange juice for most of the day
until they more than surpassed
the 30,724 pancakes served in
2002 by the Lubbock. Texas,
Lions Club.
"We're officially the largest pancake feed in the world,"
Matt Sullivan, president of The
Kiwanis Club, said Sunday.
The group had brought in
Kris Teufel, a records manager from London, to certify the
feed, Sullivan said. The cost of
the feast was being tallied, but
organizers felt it was worth it for
the event's silver anniversary,
he said.

.lassified Ads
419-372-6977
Thr BG Newa vrilt noi knowingly accept
advenlumenit that discriminate, or
encourage diKiimlnation agalni! any Individual or group on the hail* of racr. %c%.
color, creed, religion, national origin. te*ual
i.iii'titiiiinti disability, Malm ai a veteran.
or on (he t>a*b of any other legally protected \M III s

Services Offered
Cash lor gold! Carringlon Precious
Metals pays cash lor any gold. Old
broken jewelry, etc. Reputable, tair
Highest prices paid! Free appraisal
package Call 1-877-233-3314

Personals
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
THURS. NIGHT SPECIAL:
ALL PINTS $2 !

Wanted
Summer subleaser needed.
810 5th St #8 2 large bdrm.
1 5 baths. Balcony. $237/m
Call (419)438-3953

Valentines
CALL THIS GIRL & say be mine .
if you're a lonely valentine.

440-829-6166
Travel
Take a Carnbean cruise (or spring
break. 4 nights $450. 5 nights $475
contact swtmagnoliasl ©yahoo.com
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JMPICKTHORN
ONE PANCAKE FOR ME: 34,817 PANCAKES FOR YOU: Thtusantfcofpeoplegalheied
at the Fargo Civic Center «i Fargo. ND, Saturday. Feb. 9 for the 50th annual Kiwanis Ffcncake Feed

Help Wanted
Accepting applications tor Spring &
Summer Cooks, bartenders & servers. Bowling Green Country Club.
923 Fairview Ave.
Child Care: Our home.
Mondays Only. 9a-4p.
Call Katie 419-575-0100
Earn S8OO-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarClub.com
(BARTENDING! up to $300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
400 Counselors/Instructors needed!
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com
A SUMMER UNLIKE ANY OTHER!
CAMP CANADENSIS, a co-ed resident camp in the Pocono Mountains
ot PA. seeks General Bunk Counselors. Athletic, Waterfront. Outdoor Adventure, and Art Specialists. Join our
staff from around the U.S. and
abroad and have the experience o* a
lifetime! Good salary and travel allowance Internships encouraged.
We will be on campus Friday, February 15. To schedule a meeting or
tor more info,
call toll-free 600-832-8228.
visit www canadensis com or
email info ©canadensis com.
Editor Positions Available^ hr.
Fast growing, dynamic market research firm with fun office environment needs part-time proofreaders
Weekday & weekend hours available
Requires high standards, an eye for
detail, excellent general computer &
email knowledge; strong experience
in Excel, Word & Outlook a plus. Fax
letter expressing your interest &
schedule availability to; Proofreader
419-872-5104. Interested candidates
please e-mail resume immediately to

One Bedroom Downtown
$
jfc
Apartments

Help Wanted
Part-time web server work. $200
per month, lor average ol 10-15
hours ol work per month. Online
work, so hours and where you work
Irom are up to you. Must be comfortable with Linux and Plesk Please respond to HRDept@nwosbs.com
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20
21
23
25
26
29
30
33
35
37
38
40

Cell body
Carolina rails
Island east of Java
Leave out
Dizzying pictures
Regrets
Old man
with a scythe
Swenson of "Benson"
Half a buck's rack
Flemish map-maker
Fled to wed
Tropical American
cuckoo
Stubby, erect tail
Ashen
Set a tax
Chairmaker
Puts away
_ culpa
Inverse math function
Whole

For Rent

12 month leases starting May 2008
1204 E Wooster St • 4 BR House
$1440 +lift
837 3rd - 3 BR Duplex
S94S * util
613 5th-3 BR House
S795 ♦ util
609 5th - 3 BR House
$900 + util.
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917

48
50
51
52
54
57
61
62
64
65
66
67
68
69

1 Chesterfield
2 Middle Eastern
sultanate
3 Catcher's glove
4 Sports participants
5 Sadness
6 Choose
1 Clothing
8 Packing a piece
9 Gang following
10 Eno and Mulroney
11 Rosalind Russell
title role
12 Big name
in building blocks
13 Munich's river
18 Sniggler's prey
22 Black currant liqueur
24 VW model
26 Skedaddles
27 Jeweler's measure
28 Joel Chandler
Harris creation
30 Grain beard
31 Green finch
32 Authorization
34 Long guns

Russian chess great
Winter coat
Finalists' determiners
"A Streetcar Named
Desire" character
Vigor
Funny Jay
Fish eggs
Wine container
Bedroom items
Long stole
Goals
Bonanza
Ventilation duct
Marriage
Toward shelter
Hardy girl
Religious groups
Desires

36
39
41
44
47
49
52
53
54
55
56
58
59
60
63

External
Gun lobby letters
TV drama
Of involuntary
muscle contractions
Defeats
Communion plates
Old hag
Christmas tree
Goofy
Anger
Cassowary kin
Gdansk man
Biblical garden
Golf gadgets
Very warm
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1432 E. Wooiter. BG

(419) 352-4663

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUNI SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs fun loving counselors to teach all land, adventure & water sports. Great summer! Call 888-844-8080. apply:
campcedar.com
Wanted: Web Designer
-Needs to be able to design a professional & complex website for an exciting new company.
-Must be able to start this summer
-Must be graduating with a degree in
web design, or majoring in web design.
- A GREAT job for a graduating senior looking for a future career with, a
great new company, but not limited
just to seniors.
-Must provide a resume, that includes a portfolio or websites you
have designed to show us what kind
of work you do.
Contact Ban Smith It interested:

42
43
45
46
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delivery avtillbleHonri: tlim • 9pm Monday- Saturday
Delivery Ham 9pm Monday • Saturday

PASTA & SUBS

riCELEBRATE'

For Rent

For Rent

1.2.3 Bdrm units avail immediately
also May & August '08.1 yr lease.
5th St or closer to campus.
Pets considered. (419)409-1110

FOR RENT for the next school year
2 -3 bedrm. houses. 2 efficiencies
1 Ig. 3 bedrm. apt. Close to BGSU
419-601-3225

2 bedrm. 404 1/2 S College S675
per mo., plus utilities. AC. WD.

HOUSE FOR RENT
July. 3-4 bedroom. $1000/month
419-308-9905

Avail. Aug. (419)352-6948
3 84 BEDROOM HOUSES
Close to campus & downtown

419-308-2456
3 bedrm. 404 S. College. S650 per
month, plus utilities. Available Aug.
419-352-4850

valentine's

Houses S Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2 M -F
www.bgapartments.com

3/4 Bdr Apt, 9 1/2/12 month lease
Corner 7th and High.
Small Pets Okay 419-308-3525

LOW PRICE - CLOSE TO CAMPUS
May '08. 1 block from campus 239
Manville, 3 bdrm., 1 bath, good cond.
$650 mo. (419)352-9392.

4 Bdrm. 3 Bath. Basement
144 S. Summit Aug-Aug lease
$1250/ m, call Patsy 419-308-4564

Summer subleaser Copper Beech
1 Bdrm w/ pvt bath. Cable, internet,
water incld. $250/m 419-438-5885.

854 8th St 1 bdrm , full kitchen, lots
of parking. S410 mo. & elec No pets.
9 S 12 mo lease (419)392-3354

• 3 bdrm available in August.
* 1 or 2 bdrm. avail. May or August
For more inlo call 419-354-9470

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Free Heat & Water. Pet Friendly!
Varsity Square (419) 353-7715

"08-09 S.Y Now Renting
CARTYRENTALS COM
419-353-0325 9 am -9 pm

Newlove Rentals

RESERVATIONS
419-353-2277
163 South Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio

• 109 '/2 N. Main #H - $360
• 125 '/2 N. Main - $485
• 128 W. Wooster ■ $290 ■ $360

332 S. Main (our only office)

419-352-5620
www. newloverentals. com

*

Viz Blocks From Campus

Studios &1 Bedrooms:
Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area
1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break
www.homecltylce.com
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN

1-800-899-8070

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE & UNIVERSITY
I520 Clougl

352-0164
MS VI

Move in February ot March and receive
$100 off your first month's rent!
C A, P«H WMCMM
Start Term Lutes Aval
419-352 7681

T6nights Movtes
Students Pair
$
Sign a lease between

February 11-29 & save $125
■

Studios: from!
1 Bedrooms: from $435

on security deposit
www.universitvopartments us
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House to approve military budget
By Ann* Flaherty
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The leaders of
a House panel that oversees military spending said yesterday they
are drafting legislation that would
pay for combat operations in Iraq
and Afghanistan through the rest
of the year.
Rep. John
Munha of
Pennsylvania, the top Democrat
on the committee, predicted the
proposal would be done by the
end of the month.
Murtha and his Republican
counterpart on the panel, Rep.
C.W. BUI Young of Florida, said
they hope lawmakers can put

aside their differences on the
war and focus on taking care of
the troops.
"Our troops deserve better
and I would hope that we can
work together," Murtha told
senior defense officials testifying before the House appropriations defense subcommittee.
Deputy Defense Secretary
Gordon England said such a
bill would be extremely helpful
because of the Pentagon's need to
plan ahead.
"This delay is degrading our
ability to operate and sustain the
force at home and in theater, and
it is making it difficult to manage
this department in a way that is

fiscally sound," England said.
Bush has requested about S189
billion for military operations in
Iraq and Afghanistan for the 2008
budget year, which began Oct
I. Congress has approved only
about $87 billion, leaving the
Defense Department $102.5 billion short
Democratic leaders have said
they believe the military has
enough money to last through
April They also suggested they
want to hear first from Gen. David
Petraeus, the top commander
in Iraq, before approving more
money. He is expected to testify
by mid-April, likely the week of
April 7.

mCKDOWMH I AP PHOTO
CHANGE: Democratic presidential hopeful Sen. Barack Obama. D-lll. waves to the crowd following his address at a rally Tuesday.

Obama blames rivals for housing

Bush hopes rebates will help the
economy, not be used as savings
By Jtannin* Averse

crisis, downfall of national economy
"We are not standing

By J.rry Estill
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Sen. Barack
Obama blamed Washington and
his Democrat and Republican
tivab for the nation's economic
woes yesterday, one day after
racking up big primary victories.
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton
courted Texas voters, counting
on the state to help her faltering
candidacy rebound.
"We arc not standing on the
brink of recession due to forces
beyond our control," Obama
said in excerpts of a speech
at a General Motors plant in
lanesville, Wis. "The fallout from
the housing crisis that's cost jobs
and wiped out savings was not
an inevitable part of the business
cycle. It was a failure of leadership
and imagination in Washington,"
On Tuesday, General Motors
Corp., reported the largest
annual loss ever for a U.S. automotive company — S38.7 billion in 2007. The loss largely was
due to a third-quarter charge
related to unused tax credits.
Separately, GM was offering a

on the brink of
recession due to forces
beyond our control."
Barack Obama | Senator

new round of buyouts to 74,000
U.S. hourly workers.
Obama offered a litany of problems associated with Washington,
where he has been a senator since
|anuarv2005.
"It's a Washington where politicians like lohn McCain and
Hillary Clinton voted for a war
in Iraq that should've never
been authorized and never been
waged — a war that is costing us
thousands of precious lives and
billions of dollar- a week" that
could be used on infrastructure,
job training and health care.
Obama surged to the fore in the
delegate race for the party prize
with resounding primary victories Tuesday in Maryland, Virginia
and the District of Columbia. On
the GOP side, McCain took anoth -

er step in shoring up his credentials as the runaway Republican
front-runner despite lukewarm
support from the party's conservative base.
Clinton, considered the overwhelming Democratic favorite
just a few weeks ago, was left to
turn her attention to Texas and
Ohio in an attempt to pump
new life into her suddenly stumbling campaign.
"There's a great saying in Texas,
all hat and no cattle," she told a
boisterous crowd of about 12,000
at a college basketball arena in
El Paso Tuesday evening as the
shape of the latest Obama ballot
victories were unfolding. "Well,
after seven years of George Bush,
we need a lot less hat and lot
more cattle,"
Before flying into Texas, she
told a Cincinnati television station that "Ohio is really going to
count in determining who our
Democratic nominee is going
to be." She also declared herself
the "underdog candidate" in the
Wisconsin primary next Tuesday,
the same day Obama's birthplace Hawaii holds its primary.

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The checks
aren't ill the mail, but they will
be soon.
President Bush signed legislation yesterday to rush rebates
ranging from $300 to $1,200
to millions of people, the centerpiece of government efforts
to brace the wobbly economy.
First, though, you must file
your 2007 tax return.
More than 130 million people
are expected to get the rebates,
starting around May. Congress,
Bush, the Federal Reserve and
Wall Street are hoping the
money will bum such a hole
in people's pockets that they
won't be able to resist spending
it. And the spending is supposed to give an energizing jolt
to a national economy that is in
danger of toppling into a recession if it hasnt already.
Whether people actually
spend the money remains to
be seen. A recent Associated
Press-lpos poll indicates most
people have other plans. Fortyfive percent said they planned
to pay off bills, while 32 percent
said they would save or invest
it. Only 19 percent said they
would spend their rebates.

The measure Bush signed —
a $168 billion rescue package
passed with lightning speed by
Congress last week — includes
not only rebates for individuals
but also tax breaks for businesses to spur investment in
new plants and equipment.

That, too, would help bolster
U.S. economic activity. The
package also contains provisions aimed at helping struggling homeowners clobbered
by the housing collapse and
the credit crunch refinance into
more affordable mortgages.
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SPENDING: Unidentified shoppers breeze by a sign promoting deep discounts at a shoe
store in Denver. Shoppers put aside worries about the slumping economy to go to mails.

free ultra bulb tanning dome
washer and dryer in every unit
|uai leasing by the bedroom

ave, dishwasher & disposal
furnished apartments available
free ethernet in each bedroom
resort-style swimming pool
oversized hot tub
state-of-the-art computer center
state-of-the-art fitness center
game room with billiards table
basketball court
sand volleyball court
24 hour emergency maintenance
on site manageme

9 MONTH LEASES
RATES AS LOW AS $290
LEASE RATE GUARANTEE
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